Abstract. We show that at least 1/3 of positive real numbers are in the set of limit points of normalized prime gaps. More precisely, if p n denotes the nth prime and L is the set of limit points of the sequence
Introduction and main results
The Prime Number Theorem tells us that the gap p n+1 − p n between consecutive primes is asymptotically log p n on average (p n denotes the nth prime). It is therefore reasonable to consider the distribution of the normalized prime gaps (p n+1 − p n )/log p n ; by heuristics given by Cramér's model we expect that for all b > a ≥ 0
That is, we expect the sequence of normalized prime gaps to satisfy a Poisson distribution (cf. Soundararajan's account [16] for details). Gallagher [7] has shown this to be true assuming a sufficiently uniform version of the Hardy-Littlewood conjecture.
To approach (1.1), consider the following conjecture of Erdös [4] : if L denotes the set limit points of the sequence {(p n+1 − p n )/log p n } ∞ n=1 , then L = [0, ∞]. By the 1931 result of Westzynthius [17] we know that ∞ ∈ L, and from the seminal work of Goldston, Pintz and Yıldırım [9] it follows that 0 ∈ L. Besides 0 and ∞ no other real number is known to be in L.
It is known that L has a positive Lebesque measure (Erdös [4] and Ricci [15] ). Goldston and Ledoan [8] extended the method of Erdös to show that intervals of certain specific form, e.g. [1/8, 2] , contain limit points. In addition, Pintz [14] has shown that there is an ineffective constant c such that [0, c] ⊆ L (by applying the ground-breaking work of Zhang [19] on bounded gaps between primes).
Note that L is Lebesque-measurable since it is a closed set. Hildebrand and Maier [10] showed that there exists a positive constant c such that the Lebesque measure of L ∩ [0, T ] is at least cT for all sufficiently large T . Following the breakthrough of Maynard [11] on bounded gaps between primes, it was proved by Banks, Freiberg and Maynard [2] that this holds with c = 1/8 − o (1) , that is, asymptotically at least 1/8 of positive real numbers are limit points. Pintz [13] improved this to c = 1/4 − o(1) by modifying the argument of [2] ; this was shown by Pintz for more general normalizations also. This was then extended to more general and especially larger normalizing factors than log p n by Freiberg and Baker [1] , by combining the arguments with the work of Ford, Green, Konyagin, Maynard, and Tao [5] on long prime gaps.
For clarity we only consider the set of limit points L with the logarithmic normalization as defined above. Our main results are deduced from the following Theorem 1. Let β 1 ≤ β 2 ≤ β 3 ≤ β 4 be any real numbers. Then
The proof of this is will be given in Section 5. We note that [ [3n, 3n + 1], so that for every n ≥ 1 we have µ(A ∩ [0, 3n]) = n. Then for any four real numbers β 1 ≤ β 2 ≤ β 3 ≤ β 4 we have A ∩ {β j − β i : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4} = ∅, since by the pigeon-hole principle at least two of the β i must have the same integer part modulo 3. Hence, we cannot rule out the possibility that L could be of this form.
Another way to approach the conjecture that L = [0, ∞] would be to show that for any given positive real x we can find a limit point close to x; using Theorem 1, we will show below that gaps between limit points are bounded by an absolute (ineffective) constant (note that this actually follows already from [2, Theorem 1.1], as is evident from the proof):
Corollary 3. There exists a constant C ≥ 0 such that for all T ≥ 0 we have
Remark 2. This result is also essentially optimal, because for any given N > 0 we cannot rule out the possibility that L could be of the form
Remark 3. By similar ideas as in the work of Baker and Freiberg [1] , one can extend our results to other normalizations of prime gaps, replacing log p n by a function which can grow somewhat quicker than the logarithm (cf. [1, Theorem 6.2] for what normalizations are allowed). We have restricted our attention to the logarithmic normalization to avoid having to define cumbersome notation, with the hope that this makes the article more accessible.
1.1. Proof of Corollary 2. Corollary 2 follows from combining Theorem 1 with the following general proposition: Proposition 4. Let B ⊆ [0, ∞) be any Lebesque-measurable set satisfying the following property: for any real numbers β 1 ≤ β 2 ≤ β 3 ≤ β 4 we have
Proof. We may assume that B = [0, ∞], so that we may set s 0 := inf{r ≥ 0 : r / ∈ B}. Let ǫ > 0 and pick any r 0 / ∈ B such that r 0 < s 0 + ǫ. Then µ(B ∩ [0, r 0 ]) > r 0 − ǫ. We have two cases, depending on whether or not there exists a real number r > r 0 so that {r 0 , r − r 0 , r} ∩ B = ∅.
If no such r > r 0 exists, then for all a > r 0 either a or a − r 0 belongs to B. Hence, for all T > r 0 we have
Then by sub-additivity of the Lebesque measure
Suppose then that such an r > r 0 does exist, so that we may set s 1 := inf{r > r 0 : {r 0 , r − r 0 , r} ∩ B = ∅}, and fix any r 1 < s 1 + ǫ such that {r 0 , r 1 − r 0 , r 1 } ∩ B = ∅. Then for any r 0 < a < s 1 either a or a − r 0 belongs to B. Hence,
(if s 1 = r 0 , the above sets are interpreted as empty sets). Hence, by sub-additivity of the Lebesque measure
so that by the choice of r 0 we have
By Theorem 1 (applied to the sequence 0 ≤ r 0 ≤ r 1 ≤ a) for any a ≥ r 1 we have
By sub-additivity of the Lebesque measure we get
where we have used r 1 < s 1 + ǫ in the last step. By (1.2) we obtain
Since this holds for all ǫ > 0, we get
Remark 4. If we assume that for some fixed k ≥ 2 the set B satisfies the property that for any real numbers
then a similar proof gives the lower bound
To show this one has to iterate the above argument to define a sequence of numbers s 0 ≤ s 1 ≤ · · · ≤ s k−3 and use induction on k (for k = 2 this is trivial). We leave the details for the interested reader.
1.2. Proof of Corollary 3. Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 1 using the following general proposition:
Proposition 5. Let B ⊆ [0, ∞) be any set satisfying the following property: there exists an integer k ≥ 2 such that for any real numbers
Then there exists a constant C ≥ 0 (ineffective) such that for all T ≥ 0 we have
To prove this proposition we first prove the following weaker version:
Lemma 6. Let B ⊆ [0, ∞) satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 5. Let w be any given function such that w(T ) → ∞ as T → ∞, and w(T ) > 0 for T > 0. Then there exists a constant C, depending only on the choice of w, such that for all T > C we have
Proof. Define
Suppose that the conclusion of the lemma is not true, so that A is unbounded. Then we can choose A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k−1 ∈ A such that
Define k real numbers by β 0 := 0 and β j := A j if j = 1, 2, . . . k − 1. Then by (1.4) and (1.5) we have
But by assumption we also have
which gives a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose that no such constant C exists. This implies that for every C there are arbitrarily large A such that B ∩ [A − C, A] = ∅. Hence, it is possible to find a strictly increasing sequence of positive real numbers A n → ∞ as n → ∞, such that
for all n ≥ 1. Fix any such sequence A n and define a step function w by setting (with
Then w(A) → ∞ as A → ∞, and there are arbitrarily large A such that B ∩ [A − w(A), A] = ∅, namely A = A n for any n ≥ 1. This is a contradiction with Lemma 6.
1.3.
Outline of the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 will occupy us for the remainder of the article; our proof builds heavily on the earlier work of Banks, Freiberg and Maynard [2] , and the refinement of Pintz [13] to their argument. We now give an informal outline of the basic ideas and indicate our modifications to them. A finite set of integers H is said to be admissible if for every prime p the set H avoids at least one residue class modulo p, that is, if
Let N be large and suppose we are given an admissible K-tuple H = {h 1 , . . . , h K } with h j ≤ C log N for all j for some large C. Then by a variant of the Erdös-Rankin construction (cf. [2, Section 5]), one can show that there is an integer b and a smooth modulus W < N ǫ such that for any N < n ≤ 2N with n ≡ b (W ), if there are prime numbers in the interval [n, n + C log N], then they must belong to the set n + H.
By using the Maynard-Tao sieve, we can show that there exists N < n ≤ 2N with n ≡ b (W ) such that n + H contains prime numbers once K = |H| is large enough. Furthermore, suppose that we have a partition H = H 1 ∪ H 2 ∪ · · · ∪ H M into M sets of equal size. Then we can show that there exists a constant A such that for any integer a ≥ 1, if M = ⌈Aa⌉ + 1, then for at least a + 1 distinct indices j the set n + H j contains a prime number. That is, the prime numbers that we find by the Maynard-Tao sieve are not too much concentrated on any particular set n + H j .
The constant A is determined by how well we can control sums over prime pairs; more precisely, it is the best constant so that for all distinct h, h ′ ∈ H we can show the bound
where X is the expected main term and λ d 1 ,...,d K are sieve weights of Maynard-Tao type supported on
Section 4], Selberg's upper bound sieve is used to show this for A = 4. We improve this to A = 3.99 by using Chen's sieve [3] , [12] (cf. Proposition 12 below).
The reason why this small improvement is sufficient is as follows: we choose a = 100 so that ⌈3.99a⌉ + 1 = 4a, and partition our tuple
Then we find N < n ≤ 2N with n ≡ b (W ) such that for at least a + 1 distinct (i, j) the set n + H ij contains a prime number. Thus, by the pigeon-hole principle we must have at least two indices i = i ′ such that both n + H i , n + H i ′ contain primes. By the restriction n ≡ b (W ) given by the modified Erdös-Rankin construction, we then know that there are two consecutive primes, one in n + H i and one in n + H i ′ , for some i = i ′ . For β 1 ≤ β 2 ≤ β 3 ≤ β 4 as in Theorem 1, it is then enough to choose H i so that for all h ∈ H i we have h = (β i + o(1)) log N. From this argument we see that the exact numerical value of A = 3.99 is not important, what matters is that A is strictly less than 4.
To show the bound (1.6) with A = 3.99, we require a Bombieri-Vinogradov type equidistribution result for primes, where the moduli run over multiples of W < N ǫ . The possibility of exceptional zeros of L-functions causes some technical problems, but the result [2, Theorem 4.2] turns out to be sufficient. Since we are using Chen's sieve, we also need to extend this to almost-primes; this is done in Section 2. In Section 3 we apply Chen's sieve to obtain the required bound (1.6) for prime pairs (Proposition 12). We then state and prove in Section 4 the precise version of the Maynard-Tao sieve which we will use (Proposition 18), and in Section 5 we prove our main result Theorem 1.
Remark 5. By the same argument, if we could show the bound (1.6) with any constant A < 3 in place of 3.99, we would obtain Theorem 1 with sequence of four real numbers replaced by three. This in turn would give that µ(L ∩ [0, T ]) ≥ T /2. Similarly, if we had (1.6) with any constant A < 2 in place of 3.99, we could show that L = [0, ∞], which is the conjecture of Erdös. However, by the parity principle this should be just as hard as obtaining a lower bound for such a sum over prime pairs, which would immediately imply L = [0, ∞] (cf. [6, Chapter 16] for a quantitative version due to Bombieri of the parity principle).
1.4.
Notations. We use the following asymptotic notations: for positive functions f, g, we write f ≪ g or f = O(g) if there is a constant C such that f ≤ Cg. f ≍ g means g ≪ f ≪ g. The constant may depend on some parameter, which is indicated in the subscript (e.g. ≪ ǫ ). We write f = o(g) if f /g → 0 for large values of the variable.
In general, C stands for some large constant, which may not be the same from place to place. For variables we write n ∼ N meaning N < n ≤ eN (an e-adic interval), and n ≍ N meaning N/C < n < CN (a C 2 -adic interval) for some constant C > 1 which is large enough depending on the situation. If not otherwise stated the symbols p, q, r denote primes and d, k, ℓ, m, n denote integers.
For a statement E we denote by 1 E the characteristic function of that statement. For a set A we use 1 A to denote the characteristic function of A, so that 1 P will denote the characteristic function of primes.
We define P (w) := p≤w p, and for any integer d we write
We denote the ceiling function by ⌈·⌉, that is, ⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer n ≥ x.
Overall we use similar notations as in [2] , especially when we use the Maynard-Tao sieve; these are recalled in the text as needed.
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Modified Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem
As was outlined above, we need to show an upper bound of type (1.6) for prime pairs, where the modulus W can be as large as N ǫ . For this purpose we require a modified version of the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem. Before stating this we need the following lemma on exceptional zeros of Dirichlet L-functions (this is [2, Lemma 4.1]): Lemma 7. Let T ≥ 3 and P ≥ T 1/log 2 T . For a sufficiently small constant c > 0, there is at most one modulus q ≤ T with P + (q) ≤ P and one primitive character χ modulo q such that the function L(s, χ) has a zero in the region
If such a character χ mod q exists, then it is real, L(s, χ) has at most one zero in the above region, which is then real and simple, and
Fix a constant c > 0 for which the above lemma holds. Similarly as in [2] , if such an exceptional modulus q ≤ T exists with P = T 1/log 2 T , we define
and we set Z T = 1 if no such modulus exists. We then have the following variant of the Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem (this is [2, Theorem 4.2]):
Let N > 2 and fix constants C > 0, ǫ > 0, and δ > 0. Let q 0 < N ǫ be a square-free integer with P + (q 0 ) < N ǫ/log 2 N . Then for ǫ small enough we have
From the proof of [2, Theorem 4.2] we obtain the following lemma, which we require for the proof of Proposition 11 below: Lemma 9. With the same notations and assumptions as in Proposition 8 we have
where Σ ′ denotes the sum over primitive characters modulo ab.
Since we plan to apply Chen's sieve, we also require a similar equidistribution result for almost-primes. To prove such a result we require the large sieve for multiplicative characters, which follows from Theorem 9.10 of [6]:
Lemma 10. (Large sieve for multiplicative characters). For any sequence c n of complex numbers and for any M, N ≥ 1 we have
To state the equidistribution result for almost-primes, we need to set up some notation: fix 0 < α < 1/2, and let
where f (m) = 1 P (m)(log m)1 m≤A 1 , and g is any function such that |g(n)| ≪ 1, and
We then have that Proposition 8 holds also with Λ(n) replaced by Λ 0 (n):
Proposition 11. (Modified Bombieri-Vinogradov for almost-primes). Let N > 2 and fix constants C > 0, ǫ > 0, and δ > 0. Let q 0 < N ǫ be a square-free integer with
. Then for all small enough ǫ we have
Proof. The basic idea is to use the large sieve inequality for large moduli and for small moduli use Lemma 9. For convenience we set D := N 1/2−δ . Using the expansion
we are reduced to obtaining the bound
We then replace the character χ modulo q by the primitive character χ ′ modulo q ′ which induces χ; we have
Hence, the left-hand side of (2.4) is bounded by
We have
If i = 2 or j = 2, we remove the additional conditions for q, write q = dq ′ , and bound the sum by
, where in the last bound we have split the sum over q ′ dyadically and applied CauchySchwarz. By Lemma 10 and by the assumptions on f and g, the last expression is bounded by
Suppose at first that j = 2 so that
We obtain that (2.7) is bounded by
Hence, by a similar argument as above we get a bound ≪ N 1−α/3 . For i = j = 1 we have to estimate
We begin by extracting a factor of 1/φ(q 0 ) similarly as in the proof of [ and (b, q 0 ) = 1; recall that q 0 is square-free)
Hence, it remains to show that
For B ≥ N ǫ we have by Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 10
if ǫ is small enough in terms of δ and α. For B < N ǫ we replace f (m) by Λ(m)1 m≤A 1 , which causes an error term bounded by using a trivial bound
if ǫ is sufficiently small. We then use Cauchy-Schwarz to get
, we may use the bound Lemma 9 with A 1 in place of N (decreasing ǫ also if necessary), which yields
Using Lemma 10 to bound the sum with g(n)χ(n) in (2.9) we get that
Chen's sieve upper bound for prime pairs
In this section we will apply Chen's sieve to obtain an upper bound for prime pairs, which is 3.99 times the expected main term. As will become apparent in the next section, the exact numerical value of this constant does not matter, only that it is stricly less than four. To state the result, we first need to set up some notation from [2] .
Let K > 1, N > 3, and define the Maynard-Tao sieve weights (recall the definition of Z T from (2.1))
for some fixed J, where F ℓ,j : [0, ∞) → R are smooth compactly supported functions, not identically zero, satisfying a support condition
for all j = 1, 2, . . . , J for some small δ > 0. Note that this implies that
where
We note here that F ℓ,j will be chosen so that F (t 1 , . . . , t K ) is symmetric with respect to permutations of the variables (cf. [2] ). Let Z N 4ǫ be as in (2.1) and define
Using the above notation, we have that [2, Lemma 4.6 (iii)] holds with the constant 4 replaced by 3.99 :
Proposition 12. For all sufficiently large N the following holds:
Let b be an integer such that
Then for all distinct h j , h ℓ ∈ H we have
The proof in [2, Lemma 4.6 (iii)] uses Selberg's sieve combined with the Modified Bombieri-Vinogradov Theorem. Our improvement comes from using Chen's sieve instead of Selberg's sieve. Similarly as in [2, Lemma 4.6 (iii)], we first note that we may
in the sum S.
We then require the following weighted sieve inequality of Chen type (this is essentially Lemma 4.1 of [18] , which is in there attributed to Chen [3] ; according to Wu, the idea that this simple sieve inequality is sufficient is due to Pan [12] ).
Lemma 13. Let 0 < α < β < 1/4, Y := N α , and Z := N β . Then S ≤ S 1 −S 2 /2 + S 3 /2, where
, and
Proof. By positivity of ν H,j,ℓ (n) it suffices to show that for any n ∈ (N + h ℓ ,
For (n, P (Y )) > 1 this is obvious, so let (n, P (Y )) = 1 and denote k = Y <p≤Z 1 p|n . If k = 0, then both sides of (3.5) are equal to one. For k ≥ 1 the left-hand side is zero. If k = 1, then the right-hand side is 1 − 1/2 + 0 = 1/2 > 0. For k ≥ 2 the right-hand side is 1 − k/2 + (k − 2)/2 = 0, since in the last sum p and q are fixed and there are k − 2 ways to choose r.
Remark 6. Note that β < 1/4 implies that in the sum S 3 we have s ≫ N/(pqr) > N 1/4 > q. The above lemma holds also for β ≥ 1/4, but then we sometimes may have s = 1 in the sum S 3 .
We now proceed to estimate S 1 , S 2 and S 3 separately by applying the linear sieve. For this we use similar notations as in [6, Chapters 11 and 12] (using the subscript 'lin' for clarity): we let F lin (s), f lin (s) be the continuous solution to the system of delaydifferential equations
with the condition
Here γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. We record here that for 2 ≤ s ≤ 4
By [6, Chapters 11 and 12] we then have Lemma 14. (Linear sieve). Let (a n ) n≥1 be a sequence of non-negative real numbers. For some fixed X depending only on the sequence (a n ) n≥1 , define r d for all square-free d ≥ 1 by
where g(d) is a multiplicative function, depending only on the sequence (a n ) n≥1 , satisfying 0 ≤ g(p) < 1 for all primes p. Let D ≥ 2 (the level of distribution), and let z = D
1/s
for some s ≥ 1. Suppose that there exists a constant L > 0 that for any 2 ≤ w < z we have
We now estimate the sums S 1 , S 2 and S 3 in the following three lemmata.
Lemma 15. We have
Proof. Define r d by the equation
where g(d) is a multiplicative function, supported on square-free integers, defined by
We note that by the same argument as in the proof of [2, Lemma 4.6] (recall that
, the sum on the right-hand side in (3.6) is N <n≤2N
(to show this we just expand the square in ν H,j,ℓ (n), swap the order of summation, and use the Proposition 8 with moduli 
By Merten's Theorem
so that
For the error term we expand the square in ν H,j,ℓ (n) and swap the order of summation to get
Similarly as in the proof of [2, Lemma 4.6], we note that since h ′ − h is ǫ log N-smooth for all distinct h, h ′ ∈ H by (3.4), and by the support conditions (3.1), (3.
Hence, by the triangle inequality
The second sum on the right-hand side is bounded by log N times the first sum. We have the trivial bounds |λ d 1 ,...,d K | ≪ 1 and E(N, q) ≪ 1 + N/φ(q). Hence, using CauchySchwarz and Proposition 8 the first sum is bounded by
which is sufficient.
Lemma 16. We have
Proof. Set
so that S 2 = Y <p≤Z S 2,p . We will apply the lower bound of the linear sieve to each of the sums S 2,p : for (d, p) = 1, let r dp be defined by
where g(d) is as in the proof of Lemma 15 , that is, a multiplicative function, supported on square-free integers, defined by
Applying the lower bound of the linear sieve (Lemma 14 with level of distribution D = N 1/2−4δ /p and shifting up to Y = N α ), using (3.7) and Merten's Theorem similarly as in the proof of Lemma 15, we find that
|r dp |.
Summing over p we get, by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 15, a sufficient bound for the error term
Hence, we have
by the change of variables z = N t .
For the next Lemma we need the Buchstab function, defined as the continuous solution to the delay-differential equation
Then by [6, Lemma 12.1] for any N ǫ < z < N we have N <n≤2N
Lemma 17. We have
Proof. Here we apply the switching, to sieve out the prime divisors of n + h j rather than n + h ℓ ; define a n := Y <p<q<r≤Z (s,P (q))=1
1 n=pqrs so that
We use a similar Selberg upper bound sieve as in [2, Lemma 4.6] (we could just as well use the linear sieve upper bound as in the above but the argument is slightly simpler this way); let G : [0, ∞) → R be a smooth function supported on [0, 1/4 − 2δ] with G(0) = 1. Then
We then expand the squares and rearrange the sum to get
In the innermost sum, we may again assume that
′ ], W Z N 4ǫ are pairwise coprime, and insert the estimates (
By essentially the same argument as in the proof of [2, Lemma 4.6 (iii)], choosing the function G optimally gives
Note that the condition e, e ′ ≤ N 1/4−2δ comes from the support restriction of the function G. Using Cauchy-Schwarz and the trivial bound |λ d 1 ,...,d K |≪ 1 similarly as in the proof of Lemma 15, the error term R has a sufficient bound if we can show that
To show this we use finer-than-dyadic decomposition to write a n 1 N +h ℓ <n≤2N +h ℓ as a sum of terms of the form
where each I j is of the form (A j , λA j ] for λ = 1 + log −2C N. We remove the crossconditions Y < p < q; this causes an error bounded using triangle inequality by the sum of (3.10) and (3.11), which are given by
(since m = rs ≫ N/pq > N 1/2 by using β < 1/4), and
which is sufficient. Similarly, if we replace the condition N + h ℓ < pqrs ≤ 2N + h ℓ by (N + h ℓ )/(A 1 qr) < s ≤ (2N + h ℓ )/(A 1 qr), then we get a sufficient bound for the contribution of the part where pqrs / ∈ (N +h ℓ , 2N +h ℓ ]. Thus, we can replace a n 1 N <n≤2N by a sum of O(log 4C+2 N) functions of the form (P * g)(n), where for
We can then replace P (m) by f (m)/log A 1 , where f (m) := P (m) log m; this is because for all m ∈ (A 1 , λA 1 ] we have
so that the error term from this has a sufficient bound by trivial estimates. Finally, writing f (m) = 1 P (m)(log m)1 m≤λA 1 −1 P (m)(log m)1 m≤A 1 and using triangle inequality, we obtain by Proposition 11 that
which suffices by the previous remarks to bound the error term R in (3.9).
To compute the main term in (3.9) we write by using (3.8)
Proof of Proposition 12. Combining Lemmata 13, 15, 16 and 17 we obtain
and
We choose α = 1/7 and β = 3/14 (so that (1/2 − t)/α ≥ 2 in the integral defining Ω 2 ). For this choice we get
Remark 7. The upper bound for the integral in Ω 3 was computed using Python 7.3; the code is available at http://codepad.org/2emT1dHN. The choice of exponents α = 1/7 and β = 3/14 has not been optimized since this is not relevant to our application.
Modified Maynard-Tao sieve
We are now ready to prove the following version of the Maynard-Tao sieve, which is modelled after [ Let Z N 4ǫ be as in (2.1) and define
be a partition of H into four sets of equal size. Then there is an integer n ∈ [N, 2N] with n ≡ b (W ) such that n + H i contains a prime number for at least two distinct indices i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.
To prove the above proposition we will show that it suffices to prove the following seemingly weaker Proposition 19. Let a ≥ 1 be an integer and let K be a sufficiently large multiple of ⌈3.99a⌉+1. Let ǫ > 0 be sufficiently small. Then for all sufficiently large N the following holds:
Let Z N 4ǫ be as in (2.1) and define
be a partition of H into ⌈3.99a⌉+1 sets of equal size. Then there is an integer n ∈ [N, 2N] with n ≡ b (W ) and a set of a+ 1 distinct indices {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j a+1 } ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , ⌈3.99a⌉+ 1} such that n + H j contains a prime number for every j ∈ {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j a+1 }.
Proof of Proposition 18 using Proposition 19. We take a = 100 so that ⌈3.99a⌉ + 1 = 4a. By taking a larger K if necessary, we may suppose that K is a sufficiently large multiple of 4a. Given a partition H = H 1 ∪ H 2 ∪ H 3 ∪ H 4 as in Proposition 18, we take a further partition
into sets of equal sizes for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then by Proposition 19 there is an integer n ∈ [N, 2N] with n ≡ b (W ) so that for at least a + 1 distinct sets H ij the set n + H ij contains a prime number. By the pigeon-hole principle this implies that n + H i contains a prime number for at least two distinct indices i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. 
If there are at most a indices j such that n + H j contains a prime, then the sum (4.2) is at most µ ′ a. Hence, if
then there are at least a + 1 distinct indices j such that n + H j contains a prime. Therefore, the proposition follows once we show that N <n≤2N n≡b (W )
Let Σ denote the above sum. Using [2, Lemma 4.6 (i),(ii)] to evaluate the first two sums, and Proposition 12 to bound the third, we obtain that Σ is bounded from below by
where I K (F ), J K (F ) and L K (F ) are the integrals in [2, Lemma 4.6] (L K (F ) is the same as in (3.3) above). By [2, Lemma 4.7] , for any given ρ ∈ (0, 1) there is a choice of F such that
Thus, we have
if we pick K large enough so that log −1/2 K < δ. Choosing µ = 1/L for some positive integer L we observe that µ ′ = (1+L)/2, the maximum (4.1) being obtained at v = L and v = 1 + L. Define the quantity X by XM := ρδ log K. Then by using 3.99 ≤ (M − 1)/a we obtain
for X = aL/(M − 1) and L = M, requiring that K is large enough so that ρ < 1 for this choice of X.
Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1 now follows by the same argument as in [2, Section 6], using our Proposition 18 in place of [2, Theorem 4.3] ; for this we need the modified Erdös-Rankin construction given by [2, Lemma 5.2] which states:
Lemma 20. Let K ≥ 1 and β K ≥ β K−1 ≥ · · · ≥ β 1 ≥ 0. Then there is a real number y(β, K) such that the following holds: Let x, y, z be any real numbers such that x ≥ 1, y ≥ y(β, K), and 2y(1 + (1 + β K )x) ≤ 2z ≤ y(log 2 y)(log 3 y) −1 .
Let Z be any (possibly empty) set of primes such that for any q ∈ Z we have p∈Z, p≥q 1/p ≪ 1/q ≪ 1/log z.
Then there is a set of integers {a p : p ≤ y, p / ∈ Z} and an admissible K-tuple {h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h K } such that for all p ≤ ǫ log N, p = Z N 4ǫ .
Then the assumptions of Proposition 18 are satisfied, so that the proposition yields two indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4 and an integer n ∈ [N, 2N] with n ≡ b (W ) such that both n + H i and n + H j contain a prime number. Furthermore, since n ≡ b (W ), by (5.1) we have P ∩ (n, n + z] = n + H.
Thus, for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, there are consecutive primes p, q ∈ n + H such that p = (β i + ǫ + o(1)) log N, and q = (β j + ǫ + o(1)) log N.
Since this holds for all sufficiently large N, we obtain that for some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4 we have β j − β i ∈ L.
